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➤ low T linear specific heat, Cm
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➤ χ, Cm, inelastic scattering
➤ Jahn-Teller distortions 

➤ NMR -> intrinsic χ
➤ relaxation 1/T1 ~ excitation gaps
➤ singlets and (intrinsic) ‘orphan spins’

➤ dumbbells save frustration (from orb ordering)

➤ competing orbital/AFM orders ~> SO resonant states
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Ba3CuSb2O9 Structure

First, as proposed by Zhou et al:
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The synthesis and characterization of Ba3CuSb2O9, which has a layered array of Cu2" spins in a

triangular lattice, are reported. The magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering experiments of this

material show no magnetic ordering down to 0.2 K with a !CW ! #55 K. The magnetic specific heat

reveals a T-linear dependence with a " ! 43:4 mJK#2 mol#1 below 1.4 K. These observations suggest

that Ba3CuSb2O9 is a new quantum spin liquid candidate with a S ! 1=2 triangular lattice.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.147204 PACS numbers: 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Gb, 75.45.+j, 78.70.Nx

One of the current thrusts of modern condensed matter
science has been the realization of an important model
compound known as the quantum spin liquid (QSL)
[1,2]. The existence of these materials, in which magnetic
spins remain quantum disordered in the limit of zero
Kelvin, underpins much of modern condensed matter
theory. Previous studies have shown that QSL ground
states tend to emerge in the geometrically frustrated mate-
rials, in which the interactions among the limited magnetic
degrees of freedom lead to a strong enhancement
of quantum fluctuations. For example, the organic
salts #-$BEDT-TTF%2Cu2$CN%3 [3,4] and
EtnMe4#nSb&Pd$DMIT%2'2 [5–7] with a S ! 1=2 triangu-
lar lattice, and ZnCu3$OH%6Cl2 with a S ! 1=2 kagome
lattice [8,9] are all QSL candidates. While the study of the
QSL state in the organic compounds remains a hot topic,
there are very few inorganic materials identified as model
systems for QSL ground states. Many efforts to synthesize
spin liquids on triangular lattices in inorganic materials
have failed. In this Letter, we unveil a new candidate for a
spin liquid compound—Ba3CuSb2O9—in which Cu2"

species form a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice.
The magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering experi-
ments on this material show no magnetic ordering down to
0.2 K despite moderately strong antiferromagnetic inter-
actions with J ( 32 K. The magnetic specific heat reveals
a T-linear dependence with a " ! 43:4 mJK#2 mol#1

below 1.4 K, suggesting that a Fermi surface forms at finite
temperatures in this inorganic insulator. These behaviors fit
the predicted signatures of a spin liquid ground state with
low amounts of chemical disorder.

Polycrystalline Ba3CuSb2O9 samples were prepared by
a solid state reaction. Appropriate mixtures of BaCO3,
CuO and Sb2O5 were ground together, pressed into pellets,
and then calcined in air at 1070 )C for several days. The
crystal structure of this 6-H perovskite-related material

with a ! b ! 5:8090 !A and c ! 14:3210 !A can be repre-
sented as a framework consisting of corner-sharing SbO6

octahedra and face-sharing CuSbO9 bioctahedra, as shown
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In the bioctahedra, the Cu and Sb
cations are well ordered [10]. The Cu ions occupy the 2b
Wyckoff site of space group P63mc, and this site forms the
triangular lattice in the ab plane [Fig. 1(c)]. Therefore, the
structure can be seen as a two-dimensional triangular
magnet; i.e., the Cu magnetic triangular lattices are mag-
netically separated by the two nonmagnetic Sb layers
[Fig. 1(b)]. The powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of
the as-prepared sample shows a single phase and no chemi-
cal disorder between Cu and Sb down to the few percent-
age level. The distance between two Cu ions in one triangle
from the XRD refinement is uniformly 5.809(1) Å.
The temperature dependence of the dc magnetic suscep-

tibility measured with $0H ! 0:5 T for Ba3CuSb2O9

shows no signature for a magnetic transition above 1.8 K,
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Schematic crystal structure for
Ba3CuSb2O9; (b) The layer structure along the c axis; (c) The
triangular lattice of Cu2" in the ab plane.
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➤ triangular layers of Cu2+

➤ isolated by 2 non-
magnetic Sb5+ layers

➤ Cu sits in an octahedron 
of O2-: single hole is in 
degenerate eg orbitals 

➤ possible Jahn-Teller 
distortions may split the eg 
orbitals
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Ba3CuSb2O9 Structure, cont’d

BUT! Cu2+/Sb5+ ‘dumbbells’ are electric dipoles
Nakatsuji et. al. measure no (discernible) pyroelectricity

➤ Cu2+/Sb5+ dumbbells ~ Ising ‘spins’ 
on a triangular lattice: frustrated!

➤ are magnetic layers still isolated?

➤ what is the superexchange for 
same-plane vs out-of-plane Cu’s?

Net electric dipoles should cancel.
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Jahn-Teller distortions
➤ for >8% off-
stoichiometric Cu/Sb 
samples, find a 200K JT 
transition

➤ otherwise, JT 
‘remnants’ <30K

by Cu and Sb ions (Fig. 1 and figs. S1 to S3) (12).
This differs from the previously reported non-
centrosymmetric (P63mc) structure (13, 14). The
key units of this 6H perovskite structure are
CuSbO9 (Cu-Sb “dumbbells”) with a threefold
axis oriented along c and connected through corner-
sharing SbO6 octahedra and Ba counterions. Our
extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
measurements show that >95%of the face-sharing
octahedral sites are Cu-Sb dumbbells and place
an upper limit of 5% on face-sharing Cu-Cu pairs.

Because of the charge difference between Cu2+

and Sb5+, Cu-Sb dumbbells carry an electric di-
pole moment. The previously reported structure
found uniform pyroelectric ordering of Cu-Sb
dumbbells along c (13, 14); however, our mea-
surement of the T-dependent pyroelectric current
in Ba3CuSb2O9 places a strict limit of 0.9 mC/m

2 K
on pyroelectricity below 300 K (fig. S4) (12). In
addition, scanning microscope second-harmonic
generation (SHG) measurements (15) confirmed
the absence of average polarization over a sam-

pling volume of !1 mmby 1 mm by 50 mm. These
results indicate staggered Cu-Sb dumbbells and
cancellation of the electric polarization.

In addition, our single-crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns (Fig. 1, C and D) show strong,
temperature-independent, diffuse scattering that
is offset by (1/3, 1/3, 0) from reciprocal lattice
points. This indicates three-sublattice, ferrielec-
tric short-range order of Cu-Sb dumbbell orien-
tations (up/down) in the ab plane (Fig. 1A). The
broad superlattice peaks indicate isotropic !10 Å
domains consistent with the absence of SHG
(12).We propose that this unusual chemical short-
range order is formed as a result of frustrated elec-
tric dipole-dipole interactions between Cu-Sb
dumbbells that emulate Ising spins on a trian-
gular lattice (11). This short-range order in turn
freezes in place as the material is cooled in the
solid-state synthesis process.

The dominant superexchange interactions in
the resulting structure are associated with Cu-O-
O-Cu pathways. Among three variants, we antic-

ipate the in-plane J(1) and out-of-plane J(2)
interactions (Fig. 1A) to be the largest, thanks to
the s bonding component of O 2p-2p hybridiza-
tion. For neighboringCu-Sb dumbbells of opposite
orientations, the putative superexchange interac-
tion J(3) between nearest neighbor Cu2+ again
has a Cu-O-O-Cu path. However, in this case, the
absence of O-O s bonding (Fig. 1A) indicates
J(3) is at least one order of magnitude smaller
than J(1) and J(2). The result of this is a quasi–
two-dimensional spin orbital system in which in-
teracting Cu2+ atoms form a honeycomb lattice
with identical nearest-neighbor interactions, J(1).
The characteristic spin orbital configuration is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1B.An out-of-planeCu! site forms
a magnetically frustrated isosceles spin triangle
with twomembers of each hexagonal ring through
an exchange interaction J(2) (Fig. 1A and fig. S2).

The threefold rotation axis for Cu2+ at room T
suggests degenerate eg orbitals and thus, insta-
bility toward a static JT distortion. Indeed, samples
where the Sb/Cu stoichiometry differs from 2/1 by
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Fig. 2. K-band ESR spectra obtained at 27.5 GHz for (A) orthorhombic and (B)
hexagonal powder samples. Dashed lines indicate the results of ESR powder
pattern simulation (12). Red and blue dashed lines in (B) are simulation results
for the hexagonal and the orthorhombic phases, respectively; dashed black line
in (B) is formed by their superposition. X-ray spectra for (C) orthorhombic and
(D) hexagonal samples. Solid curves, simulated pattern by Rietveld analysis.
The blue dashed line indicates the minority phase spectrum at T= 12 K. (Insets)
T-dependent g-factors and lattice parameters. For the orthorhombic phase,

we plot the quasi-trigonal lattice parameter given by b =
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(a/2)2 + (b!/2)2

p
.

(E) Zero-field mSR data for a hexagonal sample. (F) EXAFS fast Fourier
transformed data at 10 K for an orthorhombic (blue circles) and a hexagonal
sample (red squares). The solid black line is a fit up to 4 Å (12). The dashed
green line is a simulation based on a P63mc structure (13), whereas the blue
dotted line is a simulation based on Cmcm from high-resolution x-ray
diffraction (12). In each panel, the volume fraction of the majority phase
determined by x-ray diffraction at 12 K is indicated.
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Magnetic Probes
➤ No magnetic ordering
➤ high T CW fit: θCW ~ -55K (afm)
➤ possible low T freezing of ortho 
phase orphan spins

as indicated in Fig. 2(a). The temperature dependence of
the ac magnetic susceptibility [Fig. 2(b)] further shows no
sign of a magnetic transition down to 0.2 K. The neutron
powder diffraction pattern obtained at 0.2 K with ! !
1:8 !A on the Disk Chopper Spectrometer at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology [Fig. 2(c)] shows no
intensity change nor additional peaks from the 4 K data
(not shown here), indicating that there is no magnetic
transition nor structural distortion down to 0.2 K. This is
consistent with the ac susceptibility measurements. The
possibility of mixing between the Cu and Sb sites has been
tested by refinement of the neutron diffraction data. The
best refinement [Fig. 2(c), using FULLPROF with Rp " 5:0,
Rwp " 7:5, and "2 " 1:2] shows a full occupancy of Sb(1)
on the corner-sharing SbO6 octahedron sites and Cu on one
of the ordered bioctahedra sites. There is a slight amount of
site mixing [refined from the neutron data to be 5.1(4)%] of
the other ordered bioctahedra sites—Sb(2) sites are re-
placed by Cu ions. The dc magnetic susceptibility contri-
bution from this 5.1% Cu2# orphan spins has been
calculated by a simple Curie law. The susceptibility, after
subtracting this contribution, is shown as open circles in
Fig. 2(a). Its inverse [inset of Fig. 2(a)] deviates from a
linear temperature dependence around 30 K. The Curie-
Weiss fit of this linear behavior at high temperature gives
a #CW ! $55 K and an effective moment $eff !
1:79$B=Cu, which is consistent with the expected value

for Cu2# (S ! 1=2) ions. This $eff gives a Lande g factor
g ! 2:07 [again typical for Cu2# (S ! 1=2) ions]. Using
this g value, the exchange interaction J is estimated to be
J=kB ! 32 K by fitting the data between 150 and 300 K to
the calculation for the spin 1=2 triangular lattice using a
high-temperature-series expansion (HTSE) [11]. As a con-
sistency check, another method was used to calculate J
based on mean-field theory, considering only z nearest-
neighbor ions coupled with exchange interactions. #CW is
given as %$zJS&S# 1'(=3kB (the Hamiltonian of the
Heisenberg model here is J

P
hi;jiSi ) Sj). For the S ! 1=2

triangular lattice with z ! 6, J=kB ! $2=3#CW ! 37 K,
which is consistent with the HTSE calculation.
Figure 3(a) shows the specific heat (CP) measured with a

Physical Property Measurement System at different fields
for Ba3CuSb2O9 and the nonmagnetic isostructural lattice
standard Ba3ZnSb2O9. The field-dependent specific heat
at low temperatures for the nonmagnetic Ba3ZnSb2O9

sample is due to a nuclear Schottky anomaly from the Sb
atoms [12], which is estimated to be of the order 10$5 *
10$3 J K$1 mol$1. CP of Ba3CuSb2O9 also shows a field-
dependent behavior at low temperatures; the shoulder of
CP gradually moves to higher temperatures with increasing
field. This anomaly is around 10$2 * 100 JK$1 mol$1,
which apparently is not due to the nuclear contribution
from Sb. On the other hand, the 5.1% of Cu2# ions on the
Sb(2) sites could give rise to such a Schottky anomaly,
which also has been found for the Cu2# orphan spins in the
spin liquid candidate ZnCu3&OH'6Cl2 with Cu2# kagome
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FIG. 2. (a) The temperature dependencies of the dc magnetic
susceptibility ("). The open squares, dashed line, and open
circles represent " as measured, "-orphan spins, and " after
deleting orphan spins, respectively. The solid curve on " data
above 150 K represents a fit to the HTSE. Inset: 1=" after
deleting the orphan spin contribution (open triangles). The solid
line on the 1=" data represents a Curie-Weiss fit. (b) The
temperature dependence of the real part of the ac magnetic
susceptibility ("0). (c) Neutron diffraction pattern (crosses) for
Ba3CuSb2O9 at 0.2 K. The solid curve is the best fit from the
Rietveld refinement using FULLPROF. The vertical marks indicate
the position of Bragg peaks, and the bottom curve shows the
difference between the observed and calculated intensities.
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FIG. 3. (a) The temperature dependencies of specific heat at
different fields for Ba3CuSb2O9 and Ba3ZnSb2O9. (b) Open
squares are "CP-Cu=T ! %CP-Cu&0 T'–CP-Cu&9 T'(=T. The solid
line is a fit as described in the text. Inset: "EH as a function of
$0H between 0 and 9 T. The solid line represents a fit to Zeeman
splitting. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra (! ! 4:8 !A) for
Ba3CuSb2O9 at 0.2 K with applied magnetic field 0 T (c) and
2 T (d). Open squares are experimental data, the dash-dotted
lines are the fits described in the text, the solid lines show the
magnetic contribution.
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Zhou et al (2011)

!10% display a hexagonal-to-orthorhombic JT
type transition for T ! 200 K, which is broadened
by short-range dumbbell order. Figure 2C shows
the corresponding splitting of the (3 0 0) Bragg
peak at low T (strain eJT " da/a = 1.0%, where a
is the in-plane lattice constant). Such nonstoichio-
metric samples where a volume fraction (>90%)
becomes orthorhombic at low T’s, shall hence-
forth be labeled orthorhombic. Structural refine-
ment based on low-T single-crystal synchrotron
diffraction data for the orthorhombic samples
yields four short [ds = 2.038(3) Å, where the num-
ber in parentheses indicates SE of 0.0003 Å] and
two long [dl = 2.246(5) Å] Cu-O bond lengths,
consistent with a uniform dx2#y2 orbital state and
static JT distortion of the CuO6 octahedra (12).

Correspondingly, K-band electron spin res-
onance (ESR) spectra of powdered orthorhombic
Ba3CuSb2O9 at 4.2 K indicate local g-factor
anisotropy with ga = 2.35, gb! = 2.08, and gc =
2.19 (Fig. 2A). Here a, b!, and c are the orthog-
onal axes of the orthorhombic structure. The T
dependence of g and the lattice parameters (insets
to Fig. 2, A and C) confirms the development of
static JT distortions for TJT ! 190 K. A specific
heat peak was also detected around TJT in crys-
talline samples with an orthorhombic volume frac-
tion beyond 90% (fig. S5) (12).

In contrast, for samples with the stoichiomet-
ric Cu/Sb ratio, our synchrotron x-ray diffraction
data find the majority phase to be hexagonal to
the lowest T = 12 K (Fig. 2D), and K-band ESR
data show no broadening down to T = 30 K (Fig.
2B). For T < 30 K, subtle deviations from a
symmetric Lorentzian are consistent with rem-

nants of the JT-distorted orthorhombic phase and
reduced g-factor anisotropy (ga = 2.28, gb! = 2.14,
gc = 2.18) as might arise from a dynamic JTeffect
(16) or symmetry-breaking short-range

!!!
3

p
!

!!!
3

p

order.
Hexagonal and orthorhombic samples are,

however, indistinguishable on the !10#16-s time
scale probed by EXAFS. Both feature a large JT-
like distortion of the CuO6 octahedra (Fig. 2F)
(12). Possible explanations for the isotropic ESR
signal in hexagonal samples include the fol-
lowing: (i) Spatial averaging. The coherent ESR
resonance may sample superexchange-linked spin
clusters (such as the hexagonal ring in Fig. 1B)
with approximate trigonal symmetry. (ii) Temporal
averaging. Orbital fluctuations may restore trigo-
nal symmetry on the ESR time scale. (iii) Spatio-
temporal averaging, a combination of (i) and (ii).
We examine the magnetism of Ba3CuSb2O9 to
distinguish these scenarios.

Figure 3A shows the T dependence of the
inverse dc susceptibility of both orthorhombic
single crystals and hexagonal polycrystalline
samples. Similar data were recently reported as
possible evidence for spin liquid formation on a
triangular lattice in Ba3CuSb2O9 (14). The ap-
proximate data collapse indicates magnetic isot-
ropy. Curie-Weiss fitting in the hexagonal phase
for 300 K < T < 600 K consistently yields Peff =
1.87mB (where Peff is effective moment and mB is
the Bohr magneton) and g $ 2.15 for poly- and
single-crystalline samples. The antiferromagnetic
Weiss T isQW= –47K for polycrystals andQW=
#42 K for both field directions in single crystals
(where QW is the Curie-Weiss temperature). By

usingQW= [(–z)/3]JS(S + 1), where –z = 10/3 is
the average coordination number on the decorated
honeycomb lattice and S=1/2 is the spin quantum
number, we extract an average of J(1) and J(2) $
54 K, which is typical for Cu-O-O-Cu super-
exchange (17).

At lower T, the inverse susceptibility shows
nearly isotropic Curie behavior; the ratio of the
Curie constant to its value at high T is about 1/4
for polycrystalline samples and varies between
1/4 and 1/3 for single crystals (12). This Curie
tail is reminiscent of “orphan” spins in geomet-
rically frustrated magnets (18, 19). The associ-
ated isotropic ESR response indicates that these
are distributed over multiple sites or associated
with orbital fluctuations corresponding to spatial
or temporal averaging over the potentially fluc-
tuating anisotropic local environment. Upon fur-
ther cooling, a cusp in ac susceptibility indicates
spin freezing at Tf = 110 mK (Fig. 3A, inset).
The reduced magnitude of this peak in predomi-
nantly hexagonal samples indicates that it could
arise from an orthorhombic minority phase, which
Rietveld refinement of x-ray powder diffraction
data finds present in proportions consistent with
such an interpretation.

After subtraction of the predominant lattice
contribution, the T dependence of the electron-
ic specific heat CM for samples with varying
hexagonal/orthorhombic phase content is shown
in Fig. 3B (12). For all samples, CM remains
large (! 0.3 J/mol-Cu K) at 2 K, consistent with
gapless low-energy spin fluctuations. A 5-Tmag-
netic field induces a Schottky anomaly (Fig. 3B,
inset), which indicates that a significant part of

Fig. 3. (A) Tdependence
of the inverse dc sus-
ceptibility 1/(c – c0) of
Ba3CuSb2O9 measured
for a hexagonal poly-
crystalline sample and
orthorhombic single crys-
tals under fields along
[100] and [001]. Here,
c = M/H (M is magne-
tization and H is mag-
netic field strength), and
c0!"1!10"4 emu/mol-
Cu is the diamagnetic
contribution. (Inset) Real
part of ac susceptibility
data at two frequencies.
(B) T dependence of the
magnetic specific heat,
CM(T ). The data indicate
more degrees of freedom
forpredominantlyhexag-
onal over orthorhombic
samples possibly associ-
ated with orbital fluctua-
tions. (Inset) CM(T ) under
various fields for a hexag-
onal polycrystalline sam-
ple. B indicates magnetic
field.
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NMR (Quilliam et. al. 2012)

3

FIG. 3: Left axis: NMR lineshift, K, taken with 121Sb at
6.4 T (high T only) and 123Sb at 12 T. Right axis: χmacro

at 5 T minus diamagnetic susceptibility χdia = −1 × 10−4

emu/mol/Oe [14]. Also shown is the HTSE of χ for the S =
1/2 triangular lattice antiferromagnet [20]. Inset: Standard
deviation of local magnetization, σm = A∆H.

the full moment (almost 0.4 µB), despite zero lineshift.

To assess the nature of the magnetic excitations, we
turn to the spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1. Because
the recovery curves, M(t), consist of multiple stretched
exponentials [28], we have simply defined T1 by the point
where 1 −M(t)/M∞ = 1/e. The quadrupolar Sb nuclei
are in principle sensitive to magnetic and charge fluctua-
tions. Comparison of 1/T1 for the two Sb isotopes (with
very different gyromagnetic ratios, γ, and quadrupolar
moments, Q) at constant γH and T > 20 K, shows a ra-
tio 123

T1/
121

T1 � 1.6. This is close to the ratio 1.7 that
we would expect if we were primarily probing magnetic
fluctuations, rather than 0.6 which would be expected of
charge fluctuations [28]. Thus the JT distortions pro-
posed in Ref. [14] are either fully static or dynamic on a
time scale too fast for NMR.

The T -dependence of 1/T1, taken at fields of 6.5 T and
12 T is shown in Fig. 4 and shows three distinct regimes
of relaxation. At high T , a small drop in 1/T1 is ob-
served and in a plot of log(1/T1) vs. 1/T (Fig. 4(b))
can be linked to a ∼ 50 K gap. This, along with the
suppression of χ starting ∼ 55 K, seems to show singlet
formation, with an energy scale of ∆1 � J � θW � 50 K
and is consistent with a broad peak in the inelastic neu-
tron scattering (INS) spectra of Nakatsuji et al., which
was attributed to the formation of short-range singlets on
hexagonal motifs [14]. However, that drop in relaxation is
quickly overtaken by appreciable low energy fluctuations
giving a largely temperature independent relaxation from
5 to 20 K. This quasi-plateau in 1/T1 is likely related to
the continuum seen in INS [14].

There is another, important energy scale that is driven
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FIG. 4: (a) 123Sb spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1(T ), taken
at 6.5 T and 12 T. (b) Semilog plot of 1/T1 vs. 1/T showing
gapped behavior at low temperature, with ∆ � 6 K at 6.5 T
and ∆ � 10 K at 12 T. Inset: the recovery curves M(t) at
selected temperatures showing a broadening distribution of
relaxation times at low T , that is nonetheless small relative
to the orders of magnitude drop in 1/T1.

by the applied field. Below the quasi-plateau, a crossover
to an exponential drop occurs, indicating a true gap to
magnetic excitations rather than the partial dimerization
at ∼ 50 K. The crossover temperature, TC , is found to
be roughly proportional to the applied field: TC � 5 K
at 12 T and TC � 2.6 K at 6.5 T. The inset of Fig. 4,
shows the expected T -dependence, 1/T1 ∝ exp(−∆0/T ),
of gapped excitations and a field-dependent gap ∆0(H).
At 12 T, ∆0 � 10 K and at 6.5 T, ∆0 � 6 K. The T1

recovery curves (inset of Fig. 4), show that below ∼ 10 K,
the distribution of relaxation times widens appreciably,
suggesting that there is in fact a distribution of gaps, as
might be seen in a RSS [29].

This behavior runs contrary to the case of a standard
gapped dimer state or a gapped QSL where a magnetic
field closes the energy gap and eventually leads to mag-
netic order and power-law behavior [30, 31]. It is also
surprising given the C(T ) of Zhou et al. [6] which (after
subtraction Schottky anomalies) is very small but linear
in the low-T limit and field-independent to as high as 9
T. This is difficult to reconcile with our observation of a
clear gap to magnetic excitations, although a theoretical
model supporting such a dichotomy between C ∝ T and
exponential 1/T1 has been proposed for the related S = 1
system Ba3NiSb2O9 [8].

On the basis of the structural and orbital informa-
tion obtained by Nakatsuji et al., two main scenarios for
Ba3CuSb2O9 have been suggested [14, 15]: (1) A dy-
namical JT distortion that allows the system to main-
tain isotropic character may lead to an exotic spin-orbital
liquid state with gapless excitations. (2) A disordered
static JT distortion may occur that stabilizes a RSS. The
configuration of distortions was proposed to obey locally
a three-fold rotation axis, with three dimers around a

➤ ~singlet correlations at 50K (max) + diverging ‘orphan spins’
➤ field dep (distribution) of gaps at lower energy
➤ extreme line broadening at low T
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FIG. 3: Left axis: NMR lineshift, K, taken with 121Sb at
6.4 T (high T only) and 123Sb at 12 T. Right axis: χmacro

at 5 T minus diamagnetic susceptibility χdia = −1 × 10−4

emu/mol/Oe [14]. Also shown is the HTSE of χ for the S =
1/2 triangular lattice antiferromagnet [20]. Inset: Standard
deviation of local magnetization, σm = A∆H.

the full moment (almost 0.4 µB), despite zero lineshift.

To assess the nature of the magnetic excitations, we
turn to the spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1. Because
the recovery curves, M(t), consist of multiple stretched
exponentials [28], we have simply defined T1 by the point
where 1 −M(t)/M∞ = 1/e. The quadrupolar Sb nuclei
are in principle sensitive to magnetic and charge fluctua-
tions. Comparison of 1/T1 for the two Sb isotopes (with
very different gyromagnetic ratios, γ, and quadrupolar
moments, Q) at constant γH and T > 20 K, shows a ra-
tio 123

T1/
121

T1 � 1.6. This is close to the ratio 1.7 that
we would expect if we were primarily probing magnetic
fluctuations, rather than 0.6 which would be expected of
charge fluctuations [28]. Thus the JT distortions pro-
posed in Ref. [14] are either fully static or dynamic on a
time scale too fast for NMR.

The T -dependence of 1/T1, taken at fields of 6.5 T and
12 T is shown in Fig. 4 and shows three distinct regimes
of relaxation. At high T , a small drop in 1/T1 is ob-
served and in a plot of log(1/T1) vs. 1/T (Fig. 4(b))
can be linked to a ∼ 50 K gap. This, along with the
suppression of χ starting ∼ 55 K, seems to show singlet
formation, with an energy scale of ∆1 � J � θW � 50 K
and is consistent with a broad peak in the inelastic neu-
tron scattering (INS) spectra of Nakatsuji et al., which
was attributed to the formation of short-range singlets on
hexagonal motifs [14]. However, that drop in relaxation is
quickly overtaken by appreciable low energy fluctuations
giving a largely temperature independent relaxation from
5 to 20 K. This quasi-plateau in 1/T1 is likely related to
the continuum seen in INS [14].

There is another, important energy scale that is driven
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FIG. 4: (a) 123Sb spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1(T ), taken
at 6.5 T and 12 T. (b) Semilog plot of 1/T1 vs. 1/T showing
gapped behavior at low temperature, with ∆ � 6 K at 6.5 T
and ∆ � 10 K at 12 T. Inset: the recovery curves M(t) at
selected temperatures showing a broadening distribution of
relaxation times at low T , that is nonetheless small relative
to the orders of magnitude drop in 1/T1.

by the applied field. Below the quasi-plateau, a crossover
to an exponential drop occurs, indicating a true gap to
magnetic excitations rather than the partial dimerization
at ∼ 50 K. The crossover temperature, TC , is found to
be roughly proportional to the applied field: TC � 5 K
at 12 T and TC � 2.6 K at 6.5 T. The inset of Fig. 4,
shows the expected T -dependence, 1/T1 ∝ exp(−∆0/T ),
of gapped excitations and a field-dependent gap ∆0(H).
At 12 T, ∆0 � 10 K and at 6.5 T, ∆0 � 6 K. The T1

recovery curves (inset of Fig. 4), show that below ∼ 10 K,
the distribution of relaxation times widens appreciably,
suggesting that there is in fact a distribution of gaps, as
might be seen in a RSS [29].

This behavior runs contrary to the case of a standard
gapped dimer state or a gapped QSL where a magnetic
field closes the energy gap and eventually leads to mag-
netic order and power-law behavior [30, 31]. It is also
surprising given the C(T ) of Zhou et al. [6] which (after
subtraction Schottky anomalies) is very small but linear
in the low-T limit and field-independent to as high as 9
T. This is difficult to reconcile with our observation of a
clear gap to magnetic excitations, although a theoretical
model supporting such a dichotomy between C ∝ T and
exponential 1/T1 has been proposed for the related S = 1
system Ba3NiSb2O9 [8].

On the basis of the structural and orbital informa-
tion obtained by Nakatsuji et al., two main scenarios for
Ba3CuSb2O9 have been suggested [14, 15]: (1) A dy-
namical JT distortion that allows the system to main-
tain isotropic character may lead to an exotic spin-orbital
liquid state with gapless excitations. (2) A disordered
static JT distortion may occur that stabilizes a RSS. The
configuration of distortions was proposed to obey locally
a three-fold rotation axis, with three dimers around a
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emu/mol/Oe [14]. Also shown is the HTSE of χ for the S =
1/2 triangular lattice antiferromagnet [20]. Inset: Standard
deviation of local magnetization, σm = A∆H.

the full moment (almost 0.4 µB), despite zero lineshift.

To assess the nature of the magnetic excitations, we
turn to the spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1. Because
the recovery curves, M(t), consist of multiple stretched
exponentials [28], we have simply defined T1 by the point
where 1 −M(t)/M∞ = 1/e. The quadrupolar Sb nuclei
are in principle sensitive to magnetic and charge fluctua-
tions. Comparison of 1/T1 for the two Sb isotopes (with
very different gyromagnetic ratios, γ, and quadrupolar
moments, Q) at constant γH and T > 20 K, shows a ra-
tio 123
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T1 � 1.6. This is close to the ratio 1.7 that
we would expect if we were primarily probing magnetic
fluctuations, rather than 0.6 which would be expected of
charge fluctuations [28]. Thus the JT distortions pro-
posed in Ref. [14] are either fully static or dynamic on a
time scale too fast for NMR.

The T -dependence of 1/T1, taken at fields of 6.5 T and
12 T is shown in Fig. 4 and shows three distinct regimes
of relaxation. At high T , a small drop in 1/T1 is ob-
served and in a plot of log(1/T1) vs. 1/T (Fig. 4(b))
can be linked to a ∼ 50 K gap. This, along with the
suppression of χ starting ∼ 55 K, seems to show singlet
formation, with an energy scale of ∆1 � J � θW � 50 K
and is consistent with a broad peak in the inelastic neu-
tron scattering (INS) spectra of Nakatsuji et al., which
was attributed to the formation of short-range singlets on
hexagonal motifs [14]. However, that drop in relaxation is
quickly overtaken by appreciable low energy fluctuations
giving a largely temperature independent relaxation from
5 to 20 K. This quasi-plateau in 1/T1 is likely related to
the continuum seen in INS [14].
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FIG. 4: (a) 123Sb spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1(T ), taken
at 6.5 T and 12 T. (b) Semilog plot of 1/T1 vs. 1/T showing
gapped behavior at low temperature, with ∆ � 6 K at 6.5 T
and ∆ � 10 K at 12 T. Inset: the recovery curves M(t) at
selected temperatures showing a broadening distribution of
relaxation times at low T , that is nonetheless small relative
to the orders of magnitude drop in 1/T1.

by the applied field. Below the quasi-plateau, a crossover
to an exponential drop occurs, indicating a true gap to
magnetic excitations rather than the partial dimerization
at ∼ 50 K. The crossover temperature, TC , is found to
be roughly proportional to the applied field: TC � 5 K
at 12 T and TC � 2.6 K at 6.5 T. The inset of Fig. 4,
shows the expected T -dependence, 1/T1 ∝ exp(−∆0/T ),
of gapped excitations and a field-dependent gap ∆0(H).
At 12 T, ∆0 � 10 K and at 6.5 T, ∆0 � 6 K. The T1

recovery curves (inset of Fig. 4), show that below ∼ 10 K,
the distribution of relaxation times widens appreciably,
suggesting that there is in fact a distribution of gaps, as
might be seen in a RSS [29].

This behavior runs contrary to the case of a standard
gapped dimer state or a gapped QSL where a magnetic
field closes the energy gap and eventually leads to mag-
netic order and power-law behavior [30, 31]. It is also
surprising given the C(T ) of Zhou et al. [6] which (after
subtraction Schottky anomalies) is very small but linear
in the low-T limit and field-independent to as high as 9
T. This is difficult to reconcile with our observation of a
clear gap to magnetic excitations, although a theoretical
model supporting such a dichotomy between C ∝ T and
exponential 1/T1 has been proposed for the related S = 1
system Ba3NiSb2O9 [8].

On the basis of the structural and orbital informa-
tion obtained by Nakatsuji et al., two main scenarios for
Ba3CuSb2O9 have been suggested [14, 15]: (1) A dy-
namical JT distortion that allows the system to main-
tain isotropic character may lead to an exotic spin-orbital
liquid state with gapless excitations. (2) A disordered
static JT distortion may occur that stabilizes a RSS. The
configuration of distortions was proposed to obey locally
a three-fold rotation axis, with three dimers around a
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Specific Heat

lattice [13]. Therefore, CP for Ba3CuSb2O9 includes four
contributions: the lattice, the Sb Schottky anomaly, the
Cu2! orphan spins Schottky anomaly (CSch-orp:), and the
magnetic specific heat for the Cu2! triangular lattice (CM).
The lattice and Sb contributions are deleted by subtracting
CP of the Ba3ZnSb2O9 sample. The remaining specific
heat is CP-Cu " CM ! CSch-orp:. To separate CSch-orp:, we
have applied a similar analysis as described for the
Schottky anomaly arising from the Cu2! orphan spins in
ZnCu3#OH$6Cl2 [13] and defects in Zn-doped Y2BaNiO5

[14]. The difference was taken between the interpolated
CP-Cu curves measured at different fields. Figure 3(b)
shows the difference between the 0 and 9 T curves
!CP-Cu=T " %CP-Cu#0 T$–CP-Cu#9 T$&=T. This field-
dependent part can be modeled by a dilute uniform distri-
bution of zero-field split doublets, i.e., S " 1=2 spins.
!CP-Cu=T was fitted with f%C#!EH1$ ' C#!EH2$&=T,
where f is the fraction of doublets per unit cell (or the
percentage of the Cu2! orphan spins) and C#!EH1$ and
C#!EH2$ are the Schottky anomalies from a S " 1=2 spin
with level splittings !EH1 and !EH2, by applying mag-
netic fields H1 and H2, respectively. The best fit, as the
solid line shown in Fig. 3(b), results in f " 4:8#2$%. This
amount of the Cu2! orphan spins is consistent with the
amount obtained from the refinement of the neutron dif-
fraction data. The obtained !EH is plotted in the inset of
Fig. 3(b). The linear fitting of !EH with !0H ( 1 T
results in a Zeeman splitting with g ) 2:1. The zero-field
splitting of the doublets is 0.98 K (0.089 meV).

These orphan spins have a characteristic inelastic neu-
tron scattering signature—namely, a Zeeman-like splitting
under applied fields. Figure 3(c) and 3(d) shows the inelas-
tic neutron scattering spectra forBa3CuSb2O9 at 0.2 K with
!0H " 0 and 2 T. A small quasistatic component is readily
visible in the data, with a shoulder extending to higher
energies developing with increasing field. The spectra,
after correcting with a resolution convolution, can be fit as:

I#E$ " A"#E$ ! B#n#E$ ! 1$ E!EH"

#E2 '!E2
H$2 ! E2"2 (1)

where the first Dirac term represents the incoherent nuclear
scattering and the second damped simple harmonic oscil-
lator term represents the quasistatic component (A and B
are proportionality coefficients). n#E$ is the Bose factor
and " is the damping. The fitting parameters are !EH "
0:144 meV, " " 0:316 for 0 T data, and !EH "
0:27 meV, " " 0:36 for 2 T data. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d),
the fits of the quasistatic component are shown as solid
lines. The values of the !EH obtained here are consistent
with the energy splitting obtained from the specific heat
analysis, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b), which indicates
that the excitations observed are due to orphan spins.

The magnetic specific heat (CM) of the Cu
2! triangular

lattice is finally obtained by subtracting CSch-orp: "
fC#!EH$. The result for the data is shown in Fig. 4.

Several features are noteworthy: (i) CM shows no field
dependence with !0H * 9 T. (ii) The magnetic contribu-
tion of the specific heat becomes prominent at around 30 K,
which is where the magnetic susceptibility also deviates
from the Curie-Weiss behavior. (iii) CM=T shows a broad
peak around 5 K and becomes flat below 1.4 K [Fig. 4(a)].
(iv) The integrated magnetic entropy variation below 30 K
is 1:7 JK'1 mol'1, which is around 30% of R ln#2$ for
S " 1=2 system, where R is the gas constant. This feature
indicates a high degeneracy of low-energy states at low
temperatures. (v) As shown in Fig. 4(b) with the log-log
scale, between 1.4 and 4 K, CM can be fit as CM " bT#

with b " 37:0 mJK'3 mol'1 and # " 1:83#2$. This #
value is near 2.0, showing a quadratic temperature depen-
dence. At lower temperatures, between 0.35 and 1.4 K, CM

can be fit as CM " $T# with $ " 43:4 mJK'2 mol'1 and
# " 0:99#2$, giving a linear temperature dependence.
The susceptibility and specific heat both show no mag-

netic ordering down to 0.2 K for Ba3CuSb2O9 despite
moderately strong nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic
interactions with J + 32 K, which clearly places this
compound in the highly frustrated regime. The field-
independent CM is common in spin liquid candidates,
which should be resilient to moderate applied fields. This
behavior has also been observed for other spin liquid
candidates, such as NiGa2S4 with Ni2! (S " 1) triangular
lattice [15] and Na4Ir3O8 with Ir4! (S " 1=2) hyperka-
gome lattice [16]. On the other hand, the linear dependence
of CM is unusual for 2D frustrated lattices, which should
have a quadratic dependence for linearly dispersive
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FIG. 4. (a) The temperature dependencies of CM=T and the
magnetic entropy variation SM. (b) The temperature dependence
of CM (open symbols). The solid lines are fits as described in the
text.
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!10% display a hexagonal-to-orthorhombic JT
type transition for T ! 200 K, which is broadened
by short-range dumbbell order. Figure 2C shows
the corresponding splitting of the (3 0 0) Bragg
peak at low T (strain eJT " da/a = 1.0%, where a
is the in-plane lattice constant). Such nonstoichio-
metric samples where a volume fraction (>90%)
becomes orthorhombic at low T’s, shall hence-
forth be labeled orthorhombic. Structural refine-
ment based on low-T single-crystal synchrotron
diffraction data for the orthorhombic samples
yields four short [ds = 2.038(3) Å, where the num-
ber in parentheses indicates SE of 0.0003 Å] and
two long [dl = 2.246(5) Å] Cu-O bond lengths,
consistent with a uniform dx2#y2 orbital state and
static JT distortion of the CuO6 octahedra (12).

Correspondingly, K-band electron spin res-
onance (ESR) spectra of powdered orthorhombic
Ba3CuSb2O9 at 4.2 K indicate local g-factor
anisotropy with ga = 2.35, gb! = 2.08, and gc =
2.19 (Fig. 2A). Here a, b!, and c are the orthog-
onal axes of the orthorhombic structure. The T
dependence of g and the lattice parameters (insets
to Fig. 2, A and C) confirms the development of
static JT distortions for TJT ! 190 K. A specific
heat peak was also detected around TJT in crys-
talline samples with an orthorhombic volume frac-
tion beyond 90% (fig. S5) (12).

In contrast, for samples with the stoichiomet-
ric Cu/Sb ratio, our synchrotron x-ray diffraction
data find the majority phase to be hexagonal to
the lowest T = 12 K (Fig. 2D), and K-band ESR
data show no broadening down to T = 30 K (Fig.
2B). For T < 30 K, subtle deviations from a
symmetric Lorentzian are consistent with rem-

nants of the JT-distorted orthorhombic phase and
reduced g-factor anisotropy (ga = 2.28, gb! = 2.14,
gc = 2.18) as might arise from a dynamic JTeffect
(16) or symmetry-breaking short-range

!!!
3

p
!

!!!
3

p

order.
Hexagonal and orthorhombic samples are,

however, indistinguishable on the !10#16-s time
scale probed by EXAFS. Both feature a large JT-
like distortion of the CuO6 octahedra (Fig. 2F)
(12). Possible explanations for the isotropic ESR
signal in hexagonal samples include the fol-
lowing: (i) Spatial averaging. The coherent ESR
resonance may sample superexchange-linked spin
clusters (such as the hexagonal ring in Fig. 1B)
with approximate trigonal symmetry. (ii) Temporal
averaging. Orbital fluctuations may restore trigo-
nal symmetry on the ESR time scale. (iii) Spatio-
temporal averaging, a combination of (i) and (ii).
We examine the magnetism of Ba3CuSb2O9 to
distinguish these scenarios.

Figure 3A shows the T dependence of the
inverse dc susceptibility of both orthorhombic
single crystals and hexagonal polycrystalline
samples. Similar data were recently reported as
possible evidence for spin liquid formation on a
triangular lattice in Ba3CuSb2O9 (14). The ap-
proximate data collapse indicates magnetic isot-
ropy. Curie-Weiss fitting in the hexagonal phase
for 300 K < T < 600 K consistently yields Peff =
1.87mB (where Peff is effective moment and mB is
the Bohr magneton) and g $ 2.15 for poly- and
single-crystalline samples. The antiferromagnetic
Weiss T isQW= –47K for polycrystals andQW=
#42 K for both field directions in single crystals
(where QW is the Curie-Weiss temperature). By

usingQW= [(–z)/3]JS(S + 1), where –z = 10/3 is
the average coordination number on the decorated
honeycomb lattice and S=1/2 is the spin quantum
number, we extract an average of J(1) and J(2) $
54 K, which is typical for Cu-O-O-Cu super-
exchange (17).

At lower T, the inverse susceptibility shows
nearly isotropic Curie behavior; the ratio of the
Curie constant to its value at high T is about 1/4
for polycrystalline samples and varies between
1/4 and 1/3 for single crystals (12). This Curie
tail is reminiscent of “orphan” spins in geomet-
rically frustrated magnets (18, 19). The associ-
ated isotropic ESR response indicates that these
are distributed over multiple sites or associated
with orbital fluctuations corresponding to spatial
or temporal averaging over the potentially fluc-
tuating anisotropic local environment. Upon fur-
ther cooling, a cusp in ac susceptibility indicates
spin freezing at Tf = 110 mK (Fig. 3A, inset).
The reduced magnitude of this peak in predomi-
nantly hexagonal samples indicates that it could
arise from an orthorhombic minority phase, which
Rietveld refinement of x-ray powder diffraction
data finds present in proportions consistent with
such an interpretation.

After subtraction of the predominant lattice
contribution, the T dependence of the electron-
ic specific heat CM for samples with varying
hexagonal/orthorhombic phase content is shown
in Fig. 3B (12). For all samples, CM remains
large (! 0.3 J/mol-Cu K) at 2 K, consistent with
gapless low-energy spin fluctuations. A 5-Tmag-
netic field induces a Schottky anomaly (Fig. 3B,
inset), which indicates that a significant part of

Fig. 3. (A) Tdependence
of the inverse dc sus-
ceptibility 1/(c – c0) of
Ba3CuSb2O9 measured
for a hexagonal poly-
crystalline sample and
orthorhombic single crys-
tals under fields along
[100] and [001]. Here,
c = M/H (M is magne-
tization and H is mag-
netic field strength), and
c0!"1!10"4 emu/mol-
Cu is the diamagnetic
contribution. (Inset) Real
part of ac susceptibility
data at two frequencies.
(B) T dependence of the
magnetic specific heat,
CM(T ). The data indicate
more degrees of freedom
forpredominantlyhexag-
onal over orthorhombic
samples possibly associ-
ated with orbital fluctua-
tions. (Inset) CM(T ) under
various fields for a hexag-
onal polycrystalline sam-
ple. B indicates magnetic
field.
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Nakatsuji et al (2012)

➤ broad max around 10-30 K ≲ J/2
➤ more d.o.f. in hex phase
➤ local moments can be frozen in field
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‘Dumbbell’ Order

H =
�
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➤ electric dipoles ‘dumbbells’ ~ Ising pseudospin; 
Hamiltonian:

G. H. KVANNIER
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FIG. 6.A simple arrangement of minimum energy: Rows of positive
spins placed in alteration with rows of negative spins.

of Fig. 9 will prevail at least at one out of eight posi-
tions. It now happens for the center spin of this tripod
that its interactions are in the ratio 3:3.Hence it may
be reversed also and there are another (X/24)+ (X/24)
free spins added to the original number of iV/3. The
weight of the ground state thus is pushed to 2'~'"; it
is clear that it may be pushed up further by considera-
tion of more involved contingencies. We thus have for
the zero-point entropy

5(0)& (5/12)E ln2 =0.2888118. (11)
The exact value of this entropy will be derived later
(Eq (»)).
Long-range order is incompatible with a ground state

of this type. As an example, there is shown in Fig. 10,
an arrangement in which two ordered sections of the
type shown in Fig. 8 adjoin. Long-range order in each
ordered section is different and a transition region
results. This region has, however, the same low energy
as do the ordered regions themselves. We conclude
therefore that long-range order o6'ers no energy ad-
vantage for this structure.
It has been mentioned earlier that we are not able,

at this time, to compute the paramagnetic susceptibil-
ity. We can, however, draw qualitative conclusions
easily. The situation exemplified by Fig. 10 clearly
implies an infinite susceptibility at absolute zero. After
that, the susceptibility must drop and there is no
physical reason to expect that magnetization will ever
become easier as the temperature rises. Thus we would
expect a paramagnetic sort of a curve which is at
variance with experimental observations. '
III. CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL PROPERTIES

We shall, in this section, supplement the considera-
tions of Section II by calculating explicitly the thermal
properties of the triangular net; these can be obtained
by applying the methods of Kaufman and Onsager. ' '
The reader is assumed to be familiar with this earlier
work and we shall only note the necessary modifica-
tions.
The honeycomb may be deformed topologically to

/ X /

, /i/i/i/i/ii
, /i/i/i/i/i/i/

, /i/il'i! i/'i/i~ /i/
/i/i /i /W /i/ i/ &/ i ~

i/i/i/i/i/i/i/i/'

FIG. 7. An arrangement of minimum energy having medium-high
weight: Rows of alternating spins stacked at random.

operators in the arrangement
~ .V)V3V)V4VgVgV)V4Vi

Two rows of spins will have to be laid down before the
cycle repeats. Consequently, Eq. (29) of reference 1 is
replaced by

XP= (VsVi V4Vi) P. (15)
Among the various steps which follow (15), the

passage to operators P;, Q, defined in reference 2
requires some discussion. This necessary transition
introduces unsymmetric end terms, such as the one in
reference 2, Eq. (14). The author feels that it is not
generally worth while to pay too much attention to
such terms. Bulk properties and even short-range order
should be unaGected by a modification of the "seam. "
Long-range order is probably affected because such a
modification of operators may remove the degeneracy.
It is known that degeneracy is essential for the study
of long-range order. " Apart from such special require.

"J.Ashkin and W, E. Lamb, Phys. Rev. 64, 159 (1943).

take the appearance of a "brick" net (Fig. 11). This
rectangular arrangement difFers from the one studied in
reference 1 only in that certain interactions are missing.
This means some minor modification in the basic
operations.
We shall assume that the brick net is being built up

sideways rather than upward. Xo interaction is then
missing in the direction of the build-up and the operator
Vi can be taken over unaltered from reference
Eq. (21) as

Vi= (2 sinh21. *)~~'e ii (12)
The reversal of the dual star is in accordance with the
convention adopted earlier. In place of the operator V2
defined in reference 1, Eq. (28), we have two operators
V3 and V4 which alternate. They are, respectively,

Vi——expH*(sisq+ s3s4+ .), (13)
V4——expH~(s„si+s&s3+ ). (14)

The partition function is obtained by using these

stripes honeycomb
entropically 
favoured:
zero E domain walls;

many domains;
honeycomb-like, but 

rather ‘disordered’

G. H. WAN N I E R

has the same form as their Eq. (50) with
' cosh2L" (cosh'2L
+sinh'2L cosh2L*)

i sinh2L* (cosh'2L
+sinh'2L cosh2L*)

—cosh2L sinh2L
(1+cosh2L*) sinh2L*

—i cosh2L sinh2I.
sinh~2L*

—z sinh2L* (cosh 2L) cosh2I" (cosh'2L
+sinh'2L cosh2L*) +sinh'2I. cosh2L*)

i cosh2L sinh2L
(1+cosh2L*) cosh2L*

—cosh2L sinh2L
cosh2I.* sinh2I. *

—i cosh2L sinh2L
(1+cosh2L )

cosh'2L cosh2L*
+sinh'2L

i cosh"-2L sinh2L*

—cosh2L sinh2L
sinh2L*

—i cosh'2I. sinh2L* cosh'2L cosh2L*
+sinh'2L

' sinh22L sinh~2L+

—i sinh'2L
cosh2L* sinh2L*

—cosh2L sinh2L
sinh2L*

(20)

i cosh2L sinh2I.
(1+cosh2L*)

i sinh'2L
cosh2L* sinh2L*

cosh2L sinh2L
cosh2L* sinh2L*

—i cosh2L sinh2L
(cosh2L~+ 1) cosh2L*

sinh'2I. sinh'2L* i cosh2L sinh2I.
sinh'2L*

—cosh2L sinh2L
(cosh2L*+ 1) sinh 2I.*, (21)

The secular equation of this matrix has the form

x'—Ax'+ Bx'—.4x+ 1=0.
yields a quadratic equation in cosh'. This equation is

cosh r—(K —1+cosEd) cosh'r
+-', K '—K '—COSED=0, (24)

The roots are therefore pairs of reciprocals and the where
substitution

(23) and
& +6 =2 cos(g) (25)

K= (e —I)/(ERE~+ 1)-'. (26)

K is a symmetric parameter similar to that defined in
reference 1, Eq. (114). It is zero for high or low tem-
peratures and reaches a maximum of s at the Curie
point; for antiferromagnetic interactions it is negative.
In view of this symmetry, the roots of (24) are invariant
with respect to temperature inversion and the only
asymmetric factor entering into the partition function
is the scalar factor evident in (12). We thus get the
analog of reference 2, Eq. (71), as
f*(L*)= (2 sinh2L*) "II'*" 1 exp[&~y, ~~&+ 1y2&~&], (2p)

, , ~IXIX/i/~/i/
FIR5T ORDERED T / 1I / 1 / g / &I / g I T I g / gli I t l 4 I k I S I h I T I k I&.

/X /x IX /X /w IX I&X! X/ Q/ g/ X/ 3/ ~/ i/
~/X/X/X/X/X/t/X/~/'

/1, /X /1 /X /1. /X
&/ &I '&S I g/ & / &S/ X/
'~ I XIXIXIXI&ii/~

SECOND ORDERED + +———+—+—~/X/g/X/g/XI'
/i /~

Fto. 10. Two adjoining regions having different types of long-
range order. The energy of the transition layer may be made just
as low as that of the ordered regions. co'"& =4Trm/n. (28)

where p1 and yE are the two roots of (24) with Ed= Ed& &

and

➤ agrees with “3 sub-lattice, 
ferrielectric short-range order” 
reported by Nakatsuji (2012) 
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‘Dumbbell’ Defects
➤ off-stoichiometry of Cu/Sb translates to a vacancy in 
the effective Ising lattice

➤ ~1/9 extra/fewer Cu means 1 vacancy per hexagon; 
should consider defect correlation effects

G. H. KVANNIER

X /'

Ii/i/i/i/i/
, /i/i/i/i/i/i!
i/i/i/i/i/i/i/i/
/i/i/i/i/i/i/i/ii/i/i/i/i/i/i/i/'
' Ii/i/i/i/'

FIG. 6.A simple arrangement of minimum energy: Rows of positive
spins placed in alteration with rows of negative spins.

of Fig. 9 will prevail at least at one out of eight posi-
tions. It now happens for the center spin of this tripod
that its interactions are in the ratio 3:3.Hence it may
be reversed also and there are another (X/24)+ (X/24)
free spins added to the original number of iV/3. The
weight of the ground state thus is pushed to 2'~'"; it
is clear that it may be pushed up further by considera-
tion of more involved contingencies. We thus have for
the zero-point entropy

5(0)& (5/12)E ln2 =0.2888118. (11)
The exact value of this entropy will be derived later
(Eq (»)).
Long-range order is incompatible with a ground state

of this type. As an example, there is shown in Fig. 10,
an arrangement in which two ordered sections of the
type shown in Fig. 8 adjoin. Long-range order in each
ordered section is different and a transition region
results. This region has, however, the same low energy
as do the ordered regions themselves. We conclude
therefore that long-range order o6'ers no energy ad-
vantage for this structure.
It has been mentioned earlier that we are not able,

at this time, to compute the paramagnetic susceptibil-
ity. We can, however, draw qualitative conclusions
easily. The situation exemplified by Fig. 10 clearly
implies an infinite susceptibility at absolute zero. After
that, the susceptibility must drop and there is no
physical reason to expect that magnetization will ever
become easier as the temperature rises. Thus we would
expect a paramagnetic sort of a curve which is at
variance with experimental observations. '
III. CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL PROPERTIES

We shall, in this section, supplement the considera-
tions of Section II by calculating explicitly the thermal
properties of the triangular net; these can be obtained
by applying the methods of Kaufman and Onsager. ' '
The reader is assumed to be familiar with this earlier
work and we shall only note the necessary modifica-
tions.
The honeycomb may be deformed topologically to

/ X /

, /i/i/i/i/ii
, /i/i/i/i/i/i/

, /i/il'i! i/'i/i~ /i/
/i/i /i /W /i/ i/ &/ i ~

i/i/i/i/i/i/i/i/'

FIG. 7. An arrangement of minimum energy having medium-high
weight: Rows of alternating spins stacked at random.

operators in the arrangement
~ .V)V3V)V4VgVgV)V4Vi

Two rows of spins will have to be laid down before the
cycle repeats. Consequently, Eq. (29) of reference 1 is
replaced by

XP= (VsVi V4Vi) P. (15)
Among the various steps which follow (15), the

passage to operators P;, Q, defined in reference 2
requires some discussion. This necessary transition
introduces unsymmetric end terms, such as the one in
reference 2, Eq. (14). The author feels that it is not
generally worth while to pay too much attention to
such terms. Bulk properties and even short-range order
should be unaGected by a modification of the "seam. "
Long-range order is probably affected because such a
modification of operators may remove the degeneracy.
It is known that degeneracy is essential for the study
of long-range order. " Apart from such special require.

"J.Ashkin and W, E. Lamb, Phys. Rev. 64, 159 (1943).

take the appearance of a "brick" net (Fig. 11). This
rectangular arrangement difFers from the one studied in
reference 1 only in that certain interactions are missing.
This means some minor modification in the basic
operations.
We shall assume that the brick net is being built up

sideways rather than upward. Xo interaction is then
missing in the direction of the build-up and the operator
Vi can be taken over unaltered from reference
Eq. (21) as

Vi= (2 sinh21. *)~~'e ii (12)
The reversal of the dual star is in accordance with the
convention adopted earlier. In place of the operator V2
defined in reference 1, Eq. (28), we have two operators
V3 and V4 which alternate. They are, respectively,

Vi——expH*(sisq+ s3s4+ .), (13)
V4——expH~(s„si+s&s3+ ). (14)

The partition function is obtained by using these

stripes

ANTIFERROMAGNETISM, THE TRIANGULAR ISING NET 36i

FIG. 8. An arrangement of minimum energy having 6nite
entropy: Tvvo sublattices have spins of axed sign, but in the third,
each sign individually may be picked at random.

FIG. 9. Two arrange-
ments (a, b) of con-
tingent freedom. If three
neighboring ringed spins
of Fig. 8 happen to have
equal sign, their center
may be chosen at ran-
dom. Such considera-
tions make the entropy
larger than -', R ln2.

(a)

(b) /

ments we may disregard this refinement and consider
Eq. (41) of reference 2 as the matrix of the rectangular
Ising problem (apart from a factor dropped in pa, ssing
from Eqs. (4) to (g) of reference 2). Its analog for the
brick lattice is obvious; it contains three rather than

two types of factors, each of which represents a set of
commuting plane rotations. YVe write the rotation
represented by V& in the form

'
cosh2L

cosh2L i sinh2L—i sinh2I cosh2I.
cosh 2L—i sinh2I.

i sinh2I.
cosh 2L

—1 Slnh2I

(16)

i sinh2L cosh 2L

Similarly V~ represents the matrix

' cosh2L* i sinh2L*—i sinh2L~ cosh 2I.*

cosh 2L~ i sinh2L*—~; sinh2I. * cosh2I*
(17)

Finally, V4 represents the matrix

cosh 2L*—i sinh2L*
i sinh2L*
cosh2I

cosh 2L*

The analysis following Eq. (43) of reference 2 applies to the present case except that f=4. The resultant matrix

honeycomb

➤ minimum energy ‘defect line’ in  stripes  when:
Jafm < nJfm

➤ with enough defects, expect a transition to (JT distorted) stripe phase

➤ single defects in 
honeycomb prefer maj. spin 
sites, ∴net polarization
➤ in stripes, net zero 
polarization
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Spin Liquid State in the S ! 1=2 Triangular Lattice Ba3CuSb2O9
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The synthesis and characterization of Ba3CuSb2O9, which has a layered array of Cu2" spins in a

triangular lattice, are reported. The magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering experiments of this

material show no magnetic ordering down to 0.2 K with a !CW ! #55 K. The magnetic specific heat

reveals a T-linear dependence with a " ! 43:4 mJK#2 mol#1 below 1.4 K. These observations suggest

that Ba3CuSb2O9 is a new quantum spin liquid candidate with a S ! 1=2 triangular lattice.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.147204 PACS numbers: 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Gb, 75.45.+j, 78.70.Nx

One of the current thrusts of modern condensed matter
science has been the realization of an important model
compound known as the quantum spin liquid (QSL)
[1,2]. The existence of these materials, in which magnetic
spins remain quantum disordered in the limit of zero
Kelvin, underpins much of modern condensed matter
theory. Previous studies have shown that QSL ground
states tend to emerge in the geometrically frustrated mate-
rials, in which the interactions among the limited magnetic
degrees of freedom lead to a strong enhancement
of quantum fluctuations. For example, the organic
salts #-$BEDT-TTF%2Cu2$CN%3 [3,4] and
EtnMe4#nSb&Pd$DMIT%2'2 [5–7] with a S ! 1=2 triangu-
lar lattice, and ZnCu3$OH%6Cl2 with a S ! 1=2 kagome
lattice [8,9] are all QSL candidates. While the study of the
QSL state in the organic compounds remains a hot topic,
there are very few inorganic materials identified as model
systems for QSL ground states. Many efforts to synthesize
spin liquids on triangular lattices in inorganic materials
have failed. In this Letter, we unveil a new candidate for a
spin liquid compound—Ba3CuSb2O9—in which Cu2"

species form a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice.
The magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering experi-
ments on this material show no magnetic ordering down to
0.2 K despite moderately strong antiferromagnetic inter-
actions with J ( 32 K. The magnetic specific heat reveals
a T-linear dependence with a " ! 43:4 mJK#2 mol#1

below 1.4 K, suggesting that a Fermi surface forms at finite
temperatures in this inorganic insulator. These behaviors fit
the predicted signatures of a spin liquid ground state with
low amounts of chemical disorder.

Polycrystalline Ba3CuSb2O9 samples were prepared by
a solid state reaction. Appropriate mixtures of BaCO3,
CuO and Sb2O5 were ground together, pressed into pellets,
and then calcined in air at 1070 )C for several days. The
crystal structure of this 6-H perovskite-related material

with a ! b ! 5:8090 !A and c ! 14:3210 !A can be repre-
sented as a framework consisting of corner-sharing SbO6

octahedra and face-sharing CuSbO9 bioctahedra, as shown
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In the bioctahedra, the Cu and Sb
cations are well ordered [10]. The Cu ions occupy the 2b
Wyckoff site of space group P63mc, and this site forms the
triangular lattice in the ab plane [Fig. 1(c)]. Therefore, the
structure can be seen as a two-dimensional triangular
magnet; i.e., the Cu magnetic triangular lattices are mag-
netically separated by the two nonmagnetic Sb layers
[Fig. 1(b)]. The powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of
the as-prepared sample shows a single phase and no chemi-
cal disorder between Cu and Sb down to the few percent-
age level. The distance between two Cu ions in one triangle
from the XRD refinement is uniformly 5.809(1) Å.
The temperature dependence of the dc magnetic suscep-

tibility measured with $0H ! 0:5 T for Ba3CuSb2O9

shows no signature for a magnetic transition above 1.8 K,
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b
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Schematic crystal structure for
Ba3CuSb2O9; (b) The layer structure along the c axis; (c) The
triangular lattice of Cu2" in the ab plane.
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One of the current thrusts of modern condensed matter
science has been the realization of an important model
compound known as the quantum spin liquid (QSL)
[1,2]. The existence of these materials, in which magnetic
spins remain quantum disordered in the limit of zero
Kelvin, underpins much of modern condensed matter
theory. Previous studies have shown that QSL ground
states tend to emerge in the geometrically frustrated mate-
rials, in which the interactions among the limited magnetic
degrees of freedom lead to a strong enhancement
of quantum fluctuations. For example, the organic
salts #-$BEDT-TTF%2Cu2$CN%3 [3,4] and
EtnMe4#nSb&Pd$DMIT%2'2 [5–7] with a S ! 1=2 triangu-
lar lattice, and ZnCu3$OH%6Cl2 with a S ! 1=2 kagome
lattice [8,9] are all QSL candidates. While the study of the
QSL state in the organic compounds remains a hot topic,
there are very few inorganic materials identified as model
systems for QSL ground states. Many efforts to synthesize
spin liquids on triangular lattices in inorganic materials
have failed. In this Letter, we unveil a new candidate for a
spin liquid compound—Ba3CuSb2O9—in which Cu2"

species form a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice.
The magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering experi-
ments on this material show no magnetic ordering down to
0.2 K despite moderately strong antiferromagnetic inter-
actions with J ( 32 K. The magnetic specific heat reveals
a T-linear dependence with a " ! 43:4 mJK#2 mol#1

below 1.4 K, suggesting that a Fermi surface forms at finite
temperatures in this inorganic insulator. These behaviors fit
the predicted signatures of a spin liquid ground state with
low amounts of chemical disorder.

Polycrystalline Ba3CuSb2O9 samples were prepared by
a solid state reaction. Appropriate mixtures of BaCO3,
CuO and Sb2O5 were ground together, pressed into pellets,
and then calcined in air at 1070 )C for several days. The
crystal structure of this 6-H perovskite-related material

with a ! b ! 5:8090 !A and c ! 14:3210 !A can be repre-
sented as a framework consisting of corner-sharing SbO6

octahedra and face-sharing CuSbO9 bioctahedra, as shown
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In the bioctahedra, the Cu and Sb
cations are well ordered [10]. The Cu ions occupy the 2b
Wyckoff site of space group P63mc, and this site forms the
triangular lattice in the ab plane [Fig. 1(c)]. Therefore, the
structure can be seen as a two-dimensional triangular
magnet; i.e., the Cu magnetic triangular lattices are mag-
netically separated by the two nonmagnetic Sb layers
[Fig. 1(b)]. The powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of
the as-prepared sample shows a single phase and no chemi-
cal disorder between Cu and Sb down to the few percent-
age level. The distance between two Cu ions in one triangle
from the XRD refinement is uniformly 5.809(1) Å.
The temperature dependence of the dc magnetic suscep-

tibility measured with $0H ! 0:5 T for Ba3CuSb2O9

shows no signature for a magnetic transition above 1.8 K,
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J2*

parallel anti-parallel

overlap is of same order and J2* (as opposed to 
arguments in Nakatsuji et. al.)
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Spin chains in stripe order
3

now depends on the effective exchange of this spin 1 with
the next-nearest Cu’s on either side in the chain. Note
that since we must consider additional exchange paths
directly between the defect Cu and these next-nearest
neighbour Cu’s, we cannot conclude a priori if the result-
ing exchange will be antiferro- or ferromagnetic. With
an afm exchange, the two next-nearest neighbour Cu’s
generically screen the spin 1 defect leaving no orphan
spin and a cut spin chain less three spin sites altogether
[12]; possible fine-tuning of the afm exchange leads only
to partial screening of the spin 1 to an orphan spin 1/2
whilst healing the spin chain so that it remains uncut
[13]. A fm exchange with the two chain ends renormal-
izes to an orphan spin 1, cutting the chain in two with
one less spin.

In order to discern our most likely defect scenario, con-
sider the source of 1/T divergences in the magnetic sus-
ceptibility. An orphan spin S contribution follows the
simple Curie law: χS = (gµB)2S(S + 1)/3kBT . The
same density of orphan spins for spin 1 versus spin 1/2
therefore contributes a factor 8/3 larger 1/T divergence
in the magnetic susceptibility. Finite odd length afm
chains also diverge as T → 0; however, the region of
1/T behaviour is limited to kBT � 0.15Jafm [9]. This
difference in temperature scale allows us to separate the
orphan spins and the broken chain contributions to the
divergence. As a first approximation, we can extract the
defect concentration ignoring the chain contribution: for
orphan spin 1, we require a concentration of 8.5% defects,
compared with ∼ 20% spin 1/2 orphan spins. Although
even this smaller estimate exceeds the reported 5% Cu
substitutions, we will hereafter assume the spin 1 orphan
scenario, which, recall, also entails breaking the chains
at the site of each defect.

The broken afm chain contribution is calculated as-
suming a random distribution of defects. The corre-
sponding probability that a Cu on the triangular lattice
should find itself in a chain of length n is

Px(n) = nx
2(1− x)n (8)

where x is the density of defects [8]. We fit the experi-
mental magnetic susceptibility by combining the contri-
butions of fm coupled pairs of spin 1/2 defects and broken
afm chains varying the density of defects and both the
chain afm exchange and fm defect exchange. The finite
chain susceptibility and specific heat was calculated by
exact diagonalization and interpolated in 1/n for large n
using the infinite chain Bonner-Fisher curve [9].

The fit of our model with the experimental data is best
shown by subtracting the modelled orphan spin contri-
bution and comparing χexp−χS=1 with the broken chain
susceptibility (see Figure 2)[16]. The fit parameters are
a fm exchange of Jfm = 34 K coupling the 8.5% sub-
stituted Cu’s with the nearest in-plane Cu, and an afm
exchange of Jafm = 63 K within the broken chains. Af-
ter subtracting the orphan spin contribution, the T → 0

FIG. 2: A comparison of the experimental nχ (after orphan
S = 1 spin substraction) with the modelled broken afm spin
chain response χchains. Note that the T → 0 divergence
is now due entirely to the odd length finite chains. The fit
parameters involved a Cu defect substitution on Sb(2) sites
of 8.5% with fm exchange with the nearest Cu in-plane of
Jfm = 34 K, and a chain afm exchange of Jafm = 63 K. In-
set: a graphical depiction of the triangular lattice decoupled
into broken spin chains with spin 1 orphans at each substi-
tuted Cu defect.

divergence is now due solely to the odd length broken
chains. The height and position of the local maxima are
essentially determined by the afm exchange within the
chains. The fm exchange affects the magnetic suscep-
tibility curve far less drastically: in practice, all three
parameters, x, Jafm, and Jfm are fit simultaneously in a
least squares minimization scheme.
From the effective exchange, we can predict the high

temperature Curie-Weiss behaviour given two alternative
scenarios: that the Cu planes remain orbitally ordered
or that they become orbitally disordered. In the former
case, the Curie-Weiss temperature for the afm chain is

Θord
CW =

2S(S + 1)Jafm
3

=
Jafm

2
(9)

When the orbitals become disordered, the in-plane ex-
change is isotropic and overall reduced from the chain
exchange. In this case,

Θdis
CW =

6S(S + 1)(10/27Jafm)

3
=

5Jafm
9

(10)

The two scenarios are barely discernible unfortunately.
The reported Θexp

CW was extracted from the susceptibility
after an incomplete subtraction of the orphan spin con-
tribution. Considering instead the high temperature be-
haviour after defect subtraction, we find a much smaller
Curie-Weiss temperature than reported [1].

➤ previously motivated by a 
triangular lattice of Cu & defects

➤ MF favours a uniform JT 
distortion leading to decoupled 
chains

➤ remarkable agreement in  χ 
with ~20% s=1/2 ‘orphan spins’  

➤ BUT, JT distortion is not 
always present: what about hex 
phase?

arXiv:1202.5655 [cond-mat]
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Disordered Honeycomb
J1

J2

➤ with J1 ~ J2/2 
when orbitals are 
aligned
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➤ relative alignment of eg 
orbitals far more important

➤ aligned orbitals naturally 
decouple rows; relieve 
frustration

➤ even in disordered phase, 
expect (zigzag) spin chains

example output of 
(unoptimized) singlet pairing ➤
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Ba3CuSb2O9 Summary

➤ No magnetic order.

➤ typical afm exchange of ~50-60 K

➤ broad peak in χint, Cm: singlets, spin chains? 

➤ ~15-20% ‘orphan spins’ (intrinsic?)

➤ dumbbell order of in- and out-of-plane Cu 
on a triangular lattice ~ disordered 
honeycomb

➤ JT distorted in off-stoichiometry samples; 
remnant JT at low T in hex phase
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